Specifics on the refinement and application of two serological assays for the detection of antibodies to HHV-8.
Serologic assays for the detection of antibodies to human herpesvirus type 8 (HHV-8) are important for epidemiological studies and to further investigate the proposed pathogenesis of the virus in cancer. Although a variety of assays are available, a lack of optimization and standardization makes their usefulness uncertain, and may be responsible for the controversy concerning the prevalence of infection. To refine an indirect immunofluorescent assay (IFA) for the detection of latent antibodies and a recombinant ORF 65 ELISA for the detection of lytic antibodies in order to increase their ability to differentiate individuals at higher and lower risk for HHV-8 infection. Sera from Kaposi's sarcoma (KS) patients and blood donors (BDs) were used to modify assay parameters in an attempt to better discriminate between the two populations. Modifications included methods of substrate fixation, incubation times, sample dilution, and antigen/conjugate concentrations. Optimal modifications to the latent IFA included acetone fixation of substrate, and dilution of sera to 1:64 which enhanced detection of HHV-8 antibodies from 68 to 92% in the KS population. Similarly, successful refinement of the ORF 65 ELISA to increase the signal-to-noise ratio included the use of 88 ng of ORF 65 antigen per well and serum dilutions of 1:50. Optical density-to-cut-off ratios directly correlated with titers, thereby introducing a strategy to predict antibody concentrations. The ORF 65 ELISA and the latent IFA were both able to discriminate between the two populations but with different efficiencies. Although neither the latent IFA nor the ORF 65 ELISA produced perfect test indices, improvement in their performances was noted following the optimization strategies. The ELISA produced better detection of antibodies to the virus than the IFA and permitted prediction of sample titers, thus improving cost and time effectiveness.